
 

Thank you for considering volunteering to decorate a trunk and hand out candy to our trunk-or-treaters!   

This increasingly popular event is fun for all ages!  To make it easier to participate, we have include some  

ideas above, but please feel free to come up with something original!  (Pinterest is a great source.) 

That said, duplicate themes are absolutely fine … who doesn’t love Noah’s Ark and the animals in multitude! 

 

Trunk Theme: Decoration Ideas: 
Noah’s Ark Fill trunk with stuffed animals.  Take it a step further and construct a 

cardboard ramp and/or add a rainbow. 

Ezekiel’s Bones Fill trunk with skeleton bones. Take it a step further and wrap yourself in 
cloth or tissue as a mummy to pass out candy. 

Loaves and Fishes Create a collage of cut out fish and/or seaweed in back of car; Use blue 
paper as water.  Complete the look with a basket of French bread. 

Last Supper Set up a small folding table with pieces of a baguette and glasses with 
grape juice (aka wine). 

Whoooo Loves You: Jesus Great trunk for young children as they can easily make paper bag owls to 
adorn this trunk. 

Jonah and the Whale One ambitious idea is to craft a large cardboard whale jaw inside or 
outside the trunk.  You can use blue paper for water.  You can add to it 
by dressing as Jonah to pass out candy.  Add cut out fishes to the sea.   

Lazarus A good use for mummy costumes … stuff them with paper and arrange in 
back of car.  You can dress as Jesus and pass out candy. 

Jesus Walked on Water Put blue paper on ground as water and dress as Jesus to pass out candy.  
Add cut out fishes to the sea.   

Let Your Light Shine Get a group together and have everyone bring a carved pumpkin to 
decorate in and around car trunk.  Bonus: You can each take your 
pumpkin home to your house after the event!  Another way to decorate 
for this theme is to put any kind of strings of light in your car. 

Fall in Love with Jesus Easy to decorate this time of year.  Create a simple fall theme in your 
trunk with leaves, apples, pumpkins, and maybe a hay bale. 

Moses and the Burning Bush Put dead bushes in your trunk and place crumpled up yellow/orange/red 
paper within to create “fire.”  Super easy.  Notch it up and dress as 
Moses to pass out candy. 

Moses and the Red Sea Use red paper to make sea.  Add cut out fishes to the sea.  Leave a break 
in the middle.  Dress up as Moses to pass out candy. 

Halloween Just simple use Halloween decorations from home to make your trunk 
festive. 

Joseph and the Coat of Many 
Colors 

Decorate your car with lots of colorful coats hanging on a rod or fashion 
yourself a coat with strips of colorful paper or cloth swatches.   

Baby Moses in the Rushes Baby doll in a basket with twigs/branches 

Nativity Scene Baby doll in basket with hay and stuffed animal donkeys, cows, sheep 

Ten Commandments Can be made with poster board or cardboard boxes 



This Little Light of Mine Wear white and make simple flames on a headband and/or string lights 

Angels We Have Heard on High Dress as angels and put white sheet inside trunk 

Joshua Fought the Battle of 
Jericho 

Use old fashioned cardboard “bricks” to build a wall and either draw a 
Joshua or dress up with horn 

Fishers of Men Fishing theme and/or have kids “fish” for candy 

Sermon on the Mount Decorate back of car brown like mountain and have someone sit on top 
dressed (or not) like Jesus 

Plagues Use your imagination (red kraft paper for Red Nile; frogs; bugs; etc.) 

Creation/Garden of Eden Choose any of the days: Sky and water; animals; tree with apples and 
snake 

Goofy Graveyard Create tombstones from poster board with funny sayings, black flowers, 
etc. 

Pumpkin Patch Real or construction paper pumpkins 

Friendly Ghosts Use old sheets from home 
 


